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Abstract— Active triangulation is a well-established technique
for collecting range data. Use of low-power systems in environments with high ambient light is motivated by considerations of
price, portability and eye safety. However, when environment
light is high, detection of laser return can be challenging. A
method combining filtering of specialized low-level features
with dynamic programming is proposed. Results are achieved
in these challenging conditions comparable to results achieved
with current techniques under ideal conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION
Active triangulation is a well-established technique for
measuring scene depth (range). It finds application in machine vision [1], cultural heritage [2], and other areas too
numerous to mention here [3], [4], [5].
The typical active triangulation system consists of a
camera and attached illumination source. Image locations
corresponding to scene locations directly illuminated by
this source are referred to as the ‘return’. Reliable return
detection is essential for correct range measurements.
The difficulty of reliable return detection under high
ambient illumination, e.g. sunlight, is well known and has
been addressed by a number of researchers [6], [1], [7],
[8]. Despite these approaches and other useful expedients
to mitigate ambient light interference, many situations exist
where the return will not present the brightest pixels in the
image [8]. While an approach such as [6] deals directly with
this, the tradeoff is a larger more complex system that still
fails to identify some visible returns. In [9], the problem of
identifying some dim pixels as laser return is addressed using
dynamic programming. Here the objective function is based
on pixel brightness and implicitly distance from one side
of the image to the other, effectively ‘filling in’ dim pixels
between brighter traces as putative laser return. The method
rewards pixel brightness at the global level and assumes the
laser return must span the image, making it unable to identify
gaps due to occlusions in the scene.
Our use of dynamic programing to choose the most
mutually consistent set of features representing laser return
is to the best of our knowledge a novel approach to return
detection. We first detect ridge features satisfying constraints
determined by local geometric and radiometric properties of
the system. Dynamic programming is then used to choose
the most mutually consistent set of features according to an
objective function based on the prevalence of continuous surfaces in the scene and the scarceness of occlusions between
laser return and camera.
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We evaluate our approach on a small hand-held prototype
triangulating device comprised of a camera with a rigidly
attached laser fan. This attachment establishes a fixed geometry between the camera and laser. Our design places the
laser relative to the camera such that images of laser rays
leaving the laser center coincide roughly with image rows.
The baseline is relatively short (< 10cm) which contributes
to a compact device and makes occlusions between laser
illuminated surface and camera less likely. The attached laser
is low power for portability and eye-safety. The resulting
limits on laser return intensity are a primary motivation for
the technique presented in this paper.
II. C ANDIDATE F EATURES FOR L ASER R ETURN
We now consider constraints that motivate our approach
to construction of candidate features for laser return.
The laser contributes to local irradiance where it hits a
surface, so the return image is usually characterized by a
local brightness maxima. Epipolar lines in this setting are the
camera images of rays of light emanating from the optical
center of the laser fan. Light stops at one location along each
ray where it illuminates a surface, so in principle, at most one
local maxima along each epipolar line corresponds to laser
return. Since we also expect many continuous scene surfaces,
we define our candidate features as local brightness maxima
(along the direction of the underlying epipolar line) that are
connected across epipolar lines. That is, the features are
brightness ridges running in some direction crossing epipolar
lines.
By understanding which directions are possible we can
limit the area to search when connecting brightness maxima together to form ridge features. Much of the scene is
expected to be piecewise smooth, so it does make sense to
consider the tangent to the laser return image at a point.
When imaging a smooth occlusion free surface, this (1D)
tangent at a point in the image is identical to the image
of the laser line projected on the (2D) tangent plane at the
corresponding point on the surface. This fact lets us reason
about possible tangent directions (slopes) to laser return
images of smooth surfaces by reasoning about laser return
images from planes in the scene.
To model slope, let the linear intrinsic parameters of the
camera be expressed as the 3 × 3 matrix K [10], the laser to
camera geometry by a plane normal Lp and a world plane
by plane normal W p, both expressed in the camera frame.
Parameterizing the laser line on the plane surface as
l(β) = P + β(Lp × Wp ), where P is any fixed point in
the line, it is easy to show that equation 1 gives the slope

of the resulting return image in camera coordinates, ignoring
non-linear lens distortion.
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To predict slopes on laser return images that will be seen
during use, we develop a list of ‘extreme’ device poses
that cover intended application use, and use horizontal and
vertical planes in each pose for Wp , computing two slopes
per pose. For our application, and we suspect many common
applications, the magnitude of the slope is less than 0.5 for
returns over the range of poses. In our case, this justifies
searching only the three pixel neighborhood across each row
for potential continuations to a brightness maxima when
forming ridge features.
For a general camera laser geometry where the laser plane
does not include the principal axis of the camera, define the
pre-image of an epipolar line Le as the unique ray in the
laser plane passing through the laser center which is imaged
by the camera as Le . One can put an ordering on epipolar
lines using the angle θ of the rotation that takes the preimage of a reference epipolar line into the pre-image of
an arbitrary epipolar line. This ordering assigns a value to
every pixel in the constructed ridge feature. For feature f ,
we define the minimum of these values as Sr(f ); the start
of the feature. The maximum of these values we define as
T r(f ); the terminal of the feature.
Our experimental device is designed such that epipolar
lines are roughly parallel, approximated by image rows. With
this simplification, let Sr(f ) be the lowest row coordinate
occupied by f and the terminal, T r(f ), be the highest. This is
a special case of the general definition using the pre-image of
row 0 as the reference line while pixel units replace angular
distance.
These definitions give us a language to define ‘gaps’ and
‘overlaps’ between pairs of ridge features relative to the
epipolar geometry that will be useful in what follows.
Note that occasionally, connecting brightness maxima can
result in a “branch” where ridges split or cross into each
other. In this case, each unique start,terminal pair connected
by ridge pixels defines a unique ridge.
Figure 1 shows several images with their ridge features
superimposed.
III. C ANDIDATE F EATURE G RAPH
Using the set of ridge features described above, the problem is to choose a subset that most likely represents the laser
return.
In the ideal case, the ridge features are arranged as vertices
in a directed graph so that an edge exists from a ridge whose
terminal is less than the start of the target ridge, insuring that
the edge connects ridges which share no epipolar lines. We
relax this somewhat by allowing overlap up to g pixels (i.e.
edges (fi , fj ) exist where Sr(fj ) − T r(fi ) ≥ −g).
This is done since motion blur or coincidental scene
features can result in candidate features that extend beyond

Fig. 1.
An example scene with features as defined in section II superimposed. Each image was computed with the following l, σ values (l
and σ are defined in section IV). Top-left: 0, 0. Top-right: 8, 0. Mid-left:
0, 0.3. Mid-right: 8, 0.3. Bottom-left: 8, 0.9. Bottom-right: 8, 3. Note how
the ridges computed with σ = 0 are broken up with low-level image noise
so that even mild length filtering removes the majority of the features. A
moderate amount of Gaussian filtering produces features that better reflect
scene structure.

the true laser return. Such a situation can cause apparent
violations of the epipolar constraint even though many pixels
comprising the feature represent true laser return.
Two additional distinguished vertices, the start (s) and
terminal (t) vertices, are added. Vertex s has an edge to all
the feature vertices. Vertex t has an edge from all the feature
vertices. With F as the set of ridge features, equation 2 then
defines the candidate feature graph. Figure 14 gives a visual
representation of this graph.
G = (E, V ) where V = fi ∈ F ∪ {s, t} and
E = {(s, fi ), (fi , t), (fj , fk ) :
fi , fj , fk ∈ F, Sr(fj ) − T r(fi ) ≥ −g}

(2)

To solve the return detection problem, we seek the minimum cost path starting with s and ending with t. The cost
function is defined below in section V.
IV. F EATURE F ILTERING
The graph defined by equation 2 is generally dense because for each feature fi , there are edges to all other features
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To evaluate the trade off between feature count reduction
and feature coverage of true laser return, we used the image
test set described below in section VI. A grid search with
σ = 0.1 to 4 in 0.1 increments and l = 2 to 8 in increments
of 2 was run. The resulting edge counts in the graph defined
by equation 2 can be seen in figure 2 with the corresponding
ground truth coverage in figure 3. These figures give a
qualitative feel for the effects of varying l and σ. We use
the computed values below in section VI.
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Fig. 2. Average edge counts for graphs constructed as in equation 2 for a set
of images (see figure 8) filtered with σ values from 0.1 to 4 in increments
of 0.1 and minimum feature length by plot type: red solid: 2, blue dashed:
4, green asterisk: 6, cyan plus: 8, magenta triangle: 10, black star: 12
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Fig. 3. Fraction of ground truth pixels covered by features according
to parameter values. Same images and legend as figure 2. Note the poor
coverage when no filtering is used. In this case local image brightness
fluctuations due to image noise compete with brightness changes recording
actual scene structure.

f ∈ F s.t. Sr(f ) ≥ T r(fi ) − g. Algorithms to find optimal
paths in dense graphs where the edge weights are nonnegative have a worst case complexity in O(|E|) = O(|V |2 )
(e.g. using Dijkstra’s algorithm) [11], [12]. Filtering reduces
the feature count (|V |) considerably.
We use Gaussian filtering to obtain good ridge candidates,
since the local maxima determination is sensitive to noise and
scale. Short ridge length is a good indicator of spurious candidates when many locally continuous surfaces are expected
in the scene. The examples in figure 1 illustrate these effects.
We refer to the Gaussian filter standard deviation as σ and
the minimum ridge length as l in the remainder of this paper.
Both these filtering steps are relatively inexpensive computations that dramatically reduce the number of candidate
features, yet we wish to retain features corresponding to laser
return.

To discover the most likely collection of features comprising the laser return, we start by constructing a cost
function that captures gap and jump behavior in laser return
resulting from expected geometric properties of scenes for
the application.
Because our experimental device has a relatively short
baseline, few occlusions are expected, so any gaps in return,
consisting of epipolar lines that lack laser return, should be
penalized. For our experiments, these gaps correspond to the
row span of a graph edge as described in section II.
Note that because overlaps are allowed in the graph
construction described above, edges may exhibit negative
gaps. In principal, these could be treated separately from
positive gaps, but in our experiments, the absolute value of
the gap is used.
Another consideration is the number and type of surface
discontinuities expected in the scene. If few are expected,
then edges with a non-zero column span should be penalized.
If surfaces are expected to be close together, even with
discontinuities, then the magnitude of the edge column span
is appropriate as a penalty.
Our experiments use these ideas by defining the cost
function in equation 3. Here, π is a path in G, Eπ are
the edges and Vπ the vertices of path π, (vi , vj ) is the
ordered pair of features and/or s or t defining the edge,
Tr (v), Tc (v) are the end row and column of vertex v ∈ Vπ ,
and Sr (v), Sc (v) are the start row and column of v. Note
that vertices s and t are special cases; T r(s) = 0 and Sr(t)
has the maximum row value. Other values for s and t are
undefined. In the cost function below, column differences
involving s or t are set to zero.
C(π) =

X

|Sr (vj )−Tr (vi )|+α|Sc (vj )−Tc (vi )| (3)

(vi ,vj )∈Eπ

Since the relationship between the two penalties is uncertain, we determine an effective value for α by evaluating
various values against a set of test images with known
laser return (see section VI below). The collection of ridges
contained in the path satisfying equation 4 constitutes our
estimate of the laser return.
πopt = argminπ∈G:

s∈Vπ ∧ t∈Vπ

C(π)

(4)

All edge weights defined by C(π) are non-negative, allowing use of Dijkstra’s algorithm [13] with source vertex

s. We terminate the algorithm as soon as a (shortest) path is
discovered reaching vertex t.
VI. PARAMETER T UNING
We have defined four parameters, σ, l, g, and α in the
preceding sections. To recap, σ is standard deviation for
Gaussian image filtering, l is minimum ridge length, g is
allowed epipolar line overlap for pairs of ridge features and
α is the weighting constant for the cost associated with
column gaps between features relative to row gaps in the
cost function defined by equation 3.
To evaluate the performance of parameter settings, we captured a test set of indoor and outdoor images representative
of those for our application (figure 8). A second set of similar
images was captured later for validation (figure 10). Both sets
of images were marked for laser return ground truth using a
matlab application written for this purpose. Ground truth is
indicated with a broad green line in both figures.
We seek the parameter setting that maximizes recall on
the test image set. We define recall and precision using
equation 5 where T P are the true positives; pixel estimates
within one pixel of true laser return, F P and F N are
false positives and false negatives respectively, and M M
are mismatches, or estimated returns that fall on an epipolar
line containing laser return, but are more than one pixel in
error from the correct location. Because of the way M M
is defined, these measurements can be construed as false
positives (estimating laser return at a location where there
is none) and false negatives (since one location is estimated
to contain laser return on each epipolar line, an M M misses
true return).
recall
precision

= TP/(TP+FN+MM)
= TP/(TP+FP+MM)

(5)

Our first approach to tuning used two-steps, first finding
the value pair (σ, l) resulting in the smallest average edge
count where at least 95% of the ground truth was covered
over the grid search space described in section IV. The
second step optimized g and α leaving σ and l fixed at the
values determined in the first step. The greatest achievable
recall rate using this method was 0.8481 with the parameters
σ = 0.9, l = 8, α = 0.5, g = 15.
σ
l
g
α
Fig. 4.

0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5
8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56
0, 1, 5, 10, 15, 20
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3

Grid search points used to set dynamic programming parameters.

Since there is a gap between the ground truth coverage
of the features that remain after the first filtering step and
the best achieved recall rate, we ran a grid search over the
full four parameter space in one step to see if meaningful
improvement could be achieved. We expanded the range of
values for l for this search. The complete set of values is
shown in figure 4.

Recall
0.8700
0.8639
0.8631
0.8592
0.8583

l
8.0000
8.0000
24.0000
12.0000
24.0000

σ
0.3000
0.3000
0.9000
0.3000
0.9000

g
20.0000
15.0000
20.0000
15.0000
15.0000

α
0.5000
0.7500
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000

Fig. 5. Top recall rates achieved in the test set with corresponding parameter
settings, sorted top to bottom. High values of g and values of α near 0.5
are evident.

The top 5 recall rates for this search are shown in figure 5.
All improve on the two-step optimization approach, but only
by a few percentage points. No simple pattern is evident
from inspecting these results, so we visualize subsets of the
parameter space using precision vs. recall graphs to get some
idea of the sensitivity of recall to changes in the parameters
near the best values.
Figures 6 and 7 show precision vs. recall graphs for several
slices of the parameter space used to evaluate our test image
set. One result that emerges from these graphs and others not
shown is that increasing values of g tend to dominate lower
values of g by increasing recall rate without compromising
precision. In cases where g = 20 does not strictly dominate
the performance of lower values, the results are still close,
making g = 20 a good choice regardless of other parameter
settings.
σ appears to have an effective value between 0.3 to 0.9
that interacts weakly with the other parameters.
Tradeoffs could be made with the other parameters. For
example, increasing the minimum ridge length l tends to
increase the precision, but this comes at the expense of
detection rate.
α affects the cost function in a way strongly dependent on
distance discontinuities in the scene, so the value 0.5 arrived
at is probably strongly dependent on the particular images
we chose as our tuning set.
VII. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We compare our parameter tuned dynamic programming
algorithm to several alternatives.
The algorithm we refer to as ‘Maximum’ chooses the
maximum pixel value along each epipolar line as the putative
laser return. This algorithm is representative of common
thresholding or maximum detection strategies and is expected to do well in low ambient light situations, poorly
otherwise.
The next algorithm called ‘Greedy’ selects ridge features
based on the sum of pixel (brightness) values in the ridge.
The ridges are sorted based on this value. A set of candidate
ridges Cr is then initialized to contain the highest valued
ridge. Subsequent ridges are evaluated in descending order.
If an evaluated ridge does not overlap with any of the ridges
already in Cr , it is added to Cr . This is repeated until
there are no more ridges to consider. Cr then represents the
putative laser return. The idea of this algorithm is to see what
a simplistic use of the ridge features themselves can achieve.
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Fig. 6. Precision vs. Recall graphs including the optimal four tuple for detection rate, σ = 0.3, l = 8, α = 0.5, g = 20. Solid line with asterisk: g = 20,
dotted line with downward pointing triangles: g = 15, dashed line with upward pointing triangles: g = 10, dot-dash line with circles: g = 5, dotted line
with squares: g = 0. For the graph on the left, σ = 0.3 and α = 0.5 are fixed and each set of marked points represents the range of l values from
the grid search, here increasing from 8 on the left to 56 on the right. The 4th highest recall rate parameters are represented by the point on this graph
σ = 0.3, l = 12, g = 15, α = 0.5. The graph on the right fixes σ = 0.3 and l = 8 and each marked point set represents the range of α values from the
grid search, increasing roughly from left to right starting with α = 0.25 and ending with α = 3. The 2nd highest recall rate parameters are represented
by the point in this graph with parameters σ = 0.3, l = 8, g = 15, α = 0.75.
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Fig. 8.

The test image set, laser return marked in green. Images acquired using narrow bandpass optical filter.
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Fig. 9. Recall rates (open circles) plotted against F N (downward pointing triangles) and M M (upward pointing triangles) rates for the test set (left) and
the validation set (right). Values shown are for our dynamic programming approach with maximum recall rate parameters l = 8,σ = 0.3,g = 20,α = 0.5.
Test set image numbers follow figure 8 and validation set image numbers follow figure 10, counting left to right, top to bottom for each figure. Note the
challenging nature of the last several images comprised of dense foliage. Our validation set repeated the performance of our test set reasonably well.

Fig. 10. The validation image set, ordered by detection rate left to right, top to bottom. The images in both sets were chosen to be representative of our
application domain.

Algorithm
DP∗
DPv
Greedy0
Greedy8
Maximum

Recall — Precision
σ = 0.3
0.8700 — 0.7324
0.8527 — 0.7302
0.7303 — 0.5857
0.7284 — 0.6115
0.6618 — 0.5299

Recall — Precision
σ = 0.9
0.8481 — 0.6945
0.6925 — 0.5553
0.6911 — 0.5778
0.6369 — 0.5100

Fig. 11. Overall results sorted top-to-bottom by recall rate. σ value used
for each result indicated in the column heading. DP∗ repeats the test set
results mentioned above using optimal parameters l = 8, g = 20, α =
0.5. DPv shows the results on the validation images using the optimal
parameter values. Greedy0 shows results for the greedy algorithm with l =
0. Greedy8 shows results for the greedy algorithm with l = 8. Maximum
is the maximum on epipolar line method.

Dynamic programming outperforms the recall rate of the
other methods. To be useable for our application, we need to
get dynamic programming results at a rate of at least several
frames per second.
Dijkstra’s algorithm was implemented in C using a heap

based priority queue and run on an OS X system with a
1.8GHz Intel Core Duo processor. Note that simply constructing the graph defined by equation 2 would realize the
worst case running time for the algorithm simply because
every edge would need to be instantiated in memory. On the
fly graph construction was used as a heuristic to avoid this
cost. The full graph is never explicitly constructed. Instead,
each time the least cost path is established for a new vertex,
edges leading out of the new vertex are added to the priority
queue used for choosing the next least expensive path in
Dijkstra’s algorithm. Thus initially the edges in the queue
are only those extending from the distinguished node s.
This allows Dijkstra’s algorithm to run correctly since all
neighbors of vertices on the so-called fringe or frontier [12]
of the graph are available, but only a small fraction of the
graph needs to be instantiated at each step. Often, this results
in substantial time savings. Figure 13 show the average
running times of this implementation over 20 repetitions of
the program for each image in the validation set (numbering
same as figure 10).
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Fig. 12. Recall (detection) rates for individual images in the validation set,
same order as figure 10. DP∗ : solid line with round markers, Maximum:
downward triangle dashed line, Greedy8 : upward triangle dotted line. Algorithms named as in figure 11. Dynamic programming produces much more
consistent results on the validation image set and is rarely outperformed by
the other algorithms.

parameter settings resulting in lower edge counts as well.
This result suggests further work in parameter design
searching for minimum edge counts given a specified recall
threshold over the full four parameter space.
Experiments with our image set show that filtering with
a larger minimum ridge length improves precision. Higher
values of allowed overlap g were seen to benefit recall rate
with no loss of precision over a wide range of parameter
values.
It would appear that optimal values of g and σ are
relatively stable and so perhaps insensitive to the types of
images typical for a given application. It would be useful to
test this idea for image sets that are representative of other
applications.
Other experiments with design goals for parameter choices
would be useful, such as finding the best precision for
a detection rate exceeding a desired threshold. It is very
desirable to use larger test and validation sets, but the need to
hand mark ground truth puts limits on the number of images
in these sets, so some means of speeding the determination
of ground truth would be valuable.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Examples of laser return that result in poor recall performance using conventional techniques have been shown to
benefit from our method.
The gap between ground truth coverage by candidate
features (95%) and the recall of the best performing method
using the initially chosen filtering parameters (about 85%),
suggested parameter tuning using the whole parameter space
at once. Our experiments optimizing the four parameter space
in one step resulted in a choice of parameters for the highest
recall rate that relaxed the edge count reduction goal of our
initial filtering stage, but among the top recall rates were
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Fig. 14. Illustration of the graph defined by equation 2. Here for simplicity
of presentation we consider only the subgraph induced by the collection
six circled features in the top image. Edges are represented by the lines
connecting T r of one feature to the Sr of the feature at the arrowhead.
The detail in the upper right shows a very short edge linking two features.
The detail just below shows a short backward edge that is only possible
with non-zero values of g. T r,Sr and g are all defined in section III.

